**Adjust Printhead Pressure and Toggle Position**

Print quality depends on the labels and ribbon used as well as the toggle pressure and position. Make sure that your labels and ribbon are acceptable for your application. If they are, check the toggle position and then the printhead pressure.

**Toggle Position Adjustment**

You may need to adjust the toggles if printing is too light on one side or if thick labels are used. If the toggle pressure is too light or uneven, the labels and ribbon may slip.

**To position the toggles, complete these steps:**

1. Loosen the locking nuts (1) at the top of the toggle assemblies.
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2. Slide the toggles until they provide even pressure on the media. For extremely narrow media, position one toggle over the center of the labels, and decrease the pressure on the unused toggle.

3. Tighten the locking nuts.
Printhead Pressure Adjustment

If positioning the toggles properly does not solve a print quality problem, try adjusting the printhead pressure. Maximize printhead life by using the lowest pressure that produces the desired print quality.

Caution • Observe proper electrostatic safety precautions when handling any static-sensitive components such as circuit boards and printheads.

To adjust printhead pressure, complete these steps:

1. Print some labels at 2.4 in. (61 mm) per second by running the PAUSE Self Test on page 155.

2. While printing labels, use the control panel controls to lower the darkness setting until the labels are printing gray instead of black.

3. Loosen the upper knurled nuts on the toggle assemblies (1).
4. Some media types require higher pressure to print well. For these media types, increase or decrease pressure using the lower knurled nuts (1) until the left and right edges of the printed area are equally dark.

5. Using the control panel, increase the darkness to the desired level.

6. Tighten the upper knurled nuts.
PAUSE Self Test

This self test can be used to provide the test labels required when making adjustments to the printer’s mechanical assemblies or to determine if any printhead elements are not working. Figure 24 shows a sample printout.

To perform a PAUSE self test, complete these steps:

1. Turn off (O) the printer.

2. Press and hold PAUSE while turning on (I) the printer. Hold PAUSE until the first control panel light turns off.
   • The initial self test prints 15 labels at the printer’s slowest speed, and then automatically pauses the printer. Each time PAUSE is pressed, an additional 15 labels print. Figure 24 shows a sample of the labels.

   Figure 24 • PAUSE Test Label

   • While the printer is paused, pressing CANCEL alters the self test. Each time PAUSE is pressed, 15 labels print at 6 in. (152 mm) per second.

   • While the printer is paused, pressing CANCEL again alters the self test a second time. Each time PAUSE is pressed, 50 labels print at the printer’s slowest speed.

   • While the printer is paused, pressing CANCEL again alters the self test a third time. Each time PAUSE is pressed, 50 labels print at 6 in. (152 mm) per second.

   • While the printer is paused, pressing CANCEL again alters the self test a fourth time. Each time PAUSE is pressed, 15 labels print at the printer’s maximum speed.

   • To exit this self test at any time, press and hold CANCEL.